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VAROLA is pleased to present “Procession of a Rectangle” by Los Ange-
les-based artist Krysten Cunningham. 

“Procession of a Rectangle” seeks to illuminate the deeply intertwined relation-
ship between vision and cognition through six new jute drawings applied on pan-
els and directly to the walls of the gallery as “wall reliefs.” Using a meticulous 
process of winding hand-dyed jute string around a grid of nails, Cunningham cre-
ates the illusion of rotating forms in space. Each rectangle in the “procession” 
represents a different vantage point from which the viewer can perceive the ob-
ject in free floating space, exploring the X, Y, Z axis and the infinite variability of 
computer modeling on the one hand, and the physicality of line, material, and 
color on the other. 

Cunningham’s ‘interruptions’ of the gallery walls play an important role in how 
the rectangles are constructed and observed. By approximating a series of pro-
jective geometries—enhanced when two or more colors are combined—depth 
and movement are created within a two-dimensional space, recalling Rudolf Arn-
heim's theories on perceptual psychology. While Cunningham’s different rectan-
gular forms allow us to experience the act of seeing as thought itself, at the same 
time she demonstrates a fascination with how simple lines can define such expe-
rience minimally. She uses jute because as she states, “it’s a little unwieldy, and 
hairy, with organic matter stuck to it and it messes with one’s desire for clean 
conceptualism.” 

The installation includes Cunningham’s new iteration of the modular “Loom for 
Minkowski” (2013), a giant loom inspired by Herman Minkowski’s diagram made 
to explain Einstein’s Theory of Relativity. Also included is a print from Fred Sand-
back’s Eight Variations for Heiner Friedrich Gallery (1971-73) that refer to the 
artist’s yarn installation for Galerie Heiner Friedrich, Munich. These two works 
conceptually frame the jute drawings as they address the fabric of Cunningham’s 
potent physical, emotional, psychological connection to space, time and archi-
tecture. 



Krysten Cunningham has a Master of Fine Arts in Sculpture from University of 
California, Los Angeles (2003) and a Bachelors of Fine Arts from the University of 
New Mexico, Albuquerque (2000). Recent solo exhibitions include “Under/Over” 
at Human Resources, Los Angeles, “Trapezoid, Prism, Cube” at Ritter/Zamet 
Gallery, London; and “Ret, Scutch, Heckle” at the Pomona College Museum of 
Art. Her work has been featured in numerous group exhibitions including “Craft 
Tech/Coded Media” at the Boulder Museum of Contemporary Art (2013); “Un-
done, Making and Unmaking in Contemporary Sculpture" at the Henry Moore In-
stitute, Leeds, UK (2010); “Minimalism and Applied” Daimler Contemporary, 
Berlin, DE (2007); "Beyond Measure" at Kettle's Yard, Cambridge, UK (2008); and 
"THING: New Sculpture from Los Angeles" UCLA Hammer Museum, Los Angeles 
(2005). She currently lives and works in Los Angeles.

VAROLA is a project space run by New York-based curatorial advisor Helen Varo-
la. The gallery is one of ten galleries located on the 2nd floor of the Blue building 
(Space 256) at the Pacific Design Center. Gallery hours are Tuesday - Friday, 1:00 
- 5:00 PM and by appointment. 

Free parking for press is available by calling one day in advance at 310 360-6417. 
Please also visit MOCA Pacific Design Center open Tuesday - Friday 11:00- 5:00 
PM.
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